Pontiac g6 security lock light

G A answered 3 years ago. Security system is fully active, look in the owners manual for shut
down procedures, if you don't have an owners manual, get one and read it, there is a lot of
information about your vehicle. Sometimes you can find them free in PDF format on the internet.
Now something you can try in the meantime, manually lock all the doors except the drivers from
the inside, with key in hand exit the vehicle, close and with the key lock the drivers door, watch
the dome light and when it goes out wait at least 1 minute, then unlock the drivers door with th
key and see if the security light is off, if it is then try to start the engine. Now this doesn't work
on all vehicles, so if it don't then consult the manual. GuruV1VNB answered 2 years ago.
GuruL3F84 answered about a year ago. My bf can start the car underneath it by tapping the
solenoid but I cant do that everytime,lol. I want my car to start with the KEY!!! Gud evening I'm
having problems with my Pointac g6 gtp it crank up run a while but after u turn it off no crank or
sound just silent after it cools off or sit for a while it crank up again and run I bought this car
and the guy said he didn't know of any problems with it. I pulled over and I couldn't get it I have
a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. Lock symbol on dashboard and car won't crank.
Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions.
Start a new Pontiac G6 question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get
Started. Search Pontiac G6 Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. GMCustomerService answered 7 years ago. Have
you had a chance to have your GM dealership look into this concern? Please email us at
socialmedia gm. Erica Tiffany Chevrolet Customer Care. Norm answered 7 years ago. Make sure
you have at least These cars will not start and the security system will not reset with less than If
however your battery tests okay, do this: Turn the key to the ON position and leave it for ten
minutes. This will 'reset' the ignition rotation sensor, which often goes bad in these cars. You
may have to reset the security system after this. Good luck! LaTron answered 6 years ago. My
car won't start after attempting to replace the freaking low beam headlight. I never knew
changing a headlight could be so difficult. Once I pried it off, we screwed in the H11 light and
next thing you know the car will not start. All the wires are intact, nothing else was removed or
snapped. Once putting in the new light and turning on the light to check if it works, it makes a
clicking noise and the door lock kept going up and down and the lights inside the car were
dimming. This is car is making my stomach hurt. I got this car with 12, miles now it has 25,
Practically new. Now it will not start, what the heck all because we replaced the headlight. Norm
answered 6 years ago. Latron, please copy and paste your question to the main Pontiac page,
not this thread. Be sure to tell us what kind of car this is. SashaEyvonna answered 6 years ago.
Latonya answered 5 years ago. Stephen answered 4 years ago. I have a Pontiac G6 4 cylinder
it's got to where it won't start half the time like it's not getting any gas can't run the AC it will go
dead could it be the switch or the key. Just had this problem. Had power wouldn't start. Called
tow truck. He said it was a safety neutral thing. He put it in neutral and then back on park and it
started. Awesome for having to use aaa for for mine, a simple soluTion. Bear answered 4 years
ago. Anyone have issues with the turn single not wanting to shut off when u turn you can hear
trying but it's not turning off. Robert answered 4 years ago. Did all the tests Now on battery
charging unit to make sure it's at peak battery power. Thanks to those who posted helpful
topics. GuruWX88 answered 3 years ago. I have a g6 3. Thank you. Guru9H8CD answered 3
years ago. Guru96NY1 answered 3 years ago. Help how do you bi pass power when car is not
running so battery won't drain in the car don't start. GuruDKN1K answered 3 years ago. Just
started having this issue. Anyways, guy said I'd need to have something replaced but said if I
flip the key it should start. And believe it or not it has. Said the trick wouldn't always work
though. Those that have tried resetting the key in the ignition has that solved the problem?
GuruTDL95 answered 2 years ago. GuruT8HDQ answered 2 years ago. My pontanic pursuit
won't start after I disconnected the battery What can I do to reset the security system. Dwhite
answered 2 years ago. My Pontiac G6 would not start a lot if the time even though everything
seemed fine. We learned after months of frstration that it was due to the wiring im the relay box
in the trunk. I changed my water pump on my Pontiac G6 and the thermostat and battery it
started up and cut right off and want start back up what does that mean. TaylorcL answered
about a year ago. Can someone help me please? GuruN4DLT answered about a year ago. Try
this get in car raise all windows, and sunroof lock doors ,turn switch to on wait for 10 minutes
turn off. Hit door locks to open 5 times quickly turn key to on hit unlock 3 more times. Then car
should start. If you have manual and fab read operator book follow direction. Using fab. Laura
answered 11 months ago. I'm going to try every single one of these tips yall are giving cuz I had
no idea where else to go with my 06 Pontiac g6 gt. I've had her for 10 yrs and I've never had a

problem as great as this and unable to figure it out. Hopefully something will make it start cuz
we've already put maybe into trying to fix and find the problem. Got a new battery starter
thermostat alternator and ignition. It popped behind the radio and smoked a little. Were
stumped some suggestions would be nice of which direction I should go next???. Its the only
car I havs, I gotta take my little girl to school and take care of my 11mo baby too. Thanks a
bunch. Dwhite answered 11 months ago. I fixed it! Relay box in the trunk needed to be replaced
because the connections get too hot and wear out. When the car does not start, cool the fuel
injector relay with an ice pack. The car will start right back up. Mechanics could not find this
problem for me. One told me it was the security feature and a faulty key fob. The problem is
insufficient wiring in the car. Whenever you have a problem with a Pontiac, first replace the
wiring connections. I had issues with my trunk button, radio and speakers, headlights, and with
not starting randomly after starting find minutes before with a new battery and alternator. So
I've tried just about everything. Only things left to try is back up key, a new key and
programming or new car. I love my car and has been through everything with my family plus its
paid off and has good gas mileage lol. I'd hate to give up on my silver bullet. Any other ideas I
could try?? My bf can start the car underneath it by tapping the solenoid but I cant do that
everytime,lol. I want my car to start with the KEY!!! Ok so got in the car didnt want to start got a
jump it started got a mile down the road it just shuts off no warning and so we tried starting it
by crossing over underneath car didnt work after th The Engine light, and Traction control have
been on a long time. Never seemed to cause an issue with how it drove. It has been to mechanic
with lights on and they didn't seem too concerned. Now my c I have a different car. Content
submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus,
and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to
CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our
policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Pontiac G6 question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. Search Pontiac G6 Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop
wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Went to start car and it started, but
now has lock and car symbol on the dashboard. Do you. Welcome back to 2CarPros. Is it on
solid or flashing? Solid means that after it started the system stopped being able to read the
keys transponder. To see which part has the fault you need a high level scan tool that can
access the pass-lock system and see which component has failed. The body control module
and the anti-theft modules are common issues but you still need the scan tool to test it and
program any replacement to the car. Depending on what component has failed the engine may
or may not start. You could try a different key or replacing the battery in it but they normally
don't cause this issue without giving a warning that the battery is low. Image Click to enlarge.
Was this answer. I went out and put the key in and started it. The symbol was gone. Went out
the next day started it again and it was back. Got it scanned and nothing came up for the anti
theft. Any other ideas on what might be? Who did the scan? Unless it was a dealer level tool it
usually won't be able to read the codes that the anti-theft sets. With it being an intermittent
problem I would suspect the ignition switch as that is the moving part but it would need to be
tested to see if it's the switch itself or the wiring. When did the light come on? When you turned
the key to start or after the engine started and you released the key back to run? It came on
after the car was started. The car still starts. I got it scanned at AutoZone. That's what I
suspected, their free scan tool only looks at the engine and transmission codes that the OBD
system has to display. There are a lot of codes their system cannot see. After starting suggests
it is losing contact with the key. A better scan tool should be able to read the security system.
Plus on the higher level tools you can watch what the system sees as it operates. Unfortunately
a good scan tool isn't a cheap item. Any ideas on where I can have it scanned? Dealer, or a
good independent shop who is up to date on vehicles. Depends on who you have in the area
and who you trust. Thank you Steve for the help. I will let you know what they say. I got the car
rescanned and they gave me code p Well that isn't a code related to the security system. P is an
engine code that indicates the supercharger is running overspeed, except it isn't a code your
vehicle should show as that isn't a monitored item. A P is a valid code for your G6 but it is an
EVAP code and should not light the lock symbol but the check engine light only. Who did you
have scan it? A mechanic shop called Blue Castle. Well they should have used a capable scan
tool. Looking in the GM codes list for your vehicle P isn't listed as a valid code though. I would
also expect the code that is setting that light to be either a B or U prefix. The attached is the test
used if the light is on all the time. In your case it is intermittent but could be related. This
requires a bi-directional scan tool to test the system. Electrical problem Pontiac G6 6 cyl miles
My car hsa just started shutting down on its own. I can be driving it or it can be sitting and it will
stop running or not start at all. First the steering wheel gets hard to handle and then the security

light comes on. Then it stops everything else. It wont even turn over. No one can seem to find
anything wrong with it and it is currently undrivable because I never know when it will stop
working. At first it only did it
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once in a while and we had to let it sit for two weeks. Then it would shut off but would work
when I went to start it the next day but it was happening at least once a day. Can you tell me
what is possibly wrong with my car? It could be a bad crank shaft position sensor. But a
question first. When it stalls, does the engine at least crank over, or when you turn the key
nothing happens? No it does not do anything Was this answer. Well it sound electrical for sure.
Can you check the battery terminals and make sure they are tight. Follow the main ground wire
from the battery to where it connects to the body and make sure that is tight. Also check the
connections going to the underhood fuse box, and make sure they are tight. When it stalls and
won't start, and you do finally get it restarted, is the clock reset back to ? Let me know how you
make out with all that and we'll take it from there. Please login or register to post a reply. I Still
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

